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Debt and Insolvency Services Stakeholder Forum 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
 

Wednesday 31 October 2018, 14:00 – 15:30 
Atlantic Quay , Glasgow (Fleming C) 

 
Present: 
 
Richard Dennis (Chair) Accountant in Bankruptcy (AiB) 
Graeme Perry  AiB 
John Cook    AiB 
Carol Kirk   AiB 
David Farr    AiB 
Karen Hurst    ABCUL 
Sharon Bell    StepChange 
Maggie Craig   FCA 
Calum Jones   Law Society of Scotland 
Yvonne MacDermid  Money Advice Scotland 
Colin Soulsby  Royal Bank of Scotland 
David Menzies  ICAS 
Alex Irvine   SMASO 
Gary Weir   Glasgow City Council 
Nicola Slavin   Glasgow City Council 
 
In Attendance: 
 
Pauline Carrigan (Minutes)  AiB 
 
 
Item 1 – Welcome, introduction, apologies and acceptance of previous minutes 
and matters arising from previous minutes. 
 
1. The chair welcomed all members to the meeting and invited round table 
introductions for the benefit of the new members.  Apologies were received from 
Jason Wilkinson, Mike Holmyard, Pauline Allan, Jason Wassell and Mike Norris. 
 
2. Richard Dennis said that the MAP Research specification would be issued 
shortly.  Yvonne MacDermid said it was important to finds ways of including the 
views of people who had been through debt solutions.  This would provide a different 
narrative to looking at numbers and statistics.     
 
3. Maggie Craig spoke about the financial lives survey conducted by the FCA 
where 1,000 of the consumers interviewed were from Scotland.  The report 
highlighted consumers in Scotland were potentially more vulnerable but had a higher 
level of confidence in their ability to manage money.  It was agreed it would be 
helpful to see the report and Maggie agreed to forward this to the secretary for 
circulation.   
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Action Point:  Maggie Craig to forward the Scottish data from the financial lives 
survey to Pauline Carrigan. 
 
4. Previous minutes were accepted as a true record. 
 
Item 2 – DISSF Background Brief:  DISSF (18-19)02 
 
5. Richard Dennis introduced the Background Brief paper and John Cook 
provided an overview of the numbers of new cases .  He said they are similar to last 
year, however, a record number of trust deeds had been advertised this month – 
more than 800.  Concerns were raised about this increase and a discussion 
highlighted the increase could be driven by recent advertising campaigns and the 
view that evidence requirements are less than when applying for bankruptcy or DAS.  
Yvonne MacDermid highlighted the UK Government’s proposed approach to 
implementing its “breathing space” and the need for advisers to be FCA approved.  It 
was recognised that RPB’s have an important role in monitoring the big PTD 
providers. 
 
6. Richard Dennis advised AiB’s Annual Report had been published on AiB’s 
website.   
 
Item 3 – Legislative / consultation updates 
 
7. Carol Kirk advised the Debt Arrangement Scheme (Scotland) Amendment 
Regulations 2018 which introduce changes following a review of DAS were passed 
by Parliament and came into force on 29 October 2018.  They aim to increase the 
accessibility and sustainability of a DAS DPP and offer greater flexibility.  All 
guidance and forms have been updated to reflect the changes.    
 
8. Carol Kirk advised the Common Financial Tool (Scotland) Regulations 2018, 
which propose to introduce the Standard Financial Statement as the tool used to 
assess income and expenditure, were re-laid in Parliament on 19 September 2018.  
They are currently making their way through Parliament with the Economy, Energy 
and Fair Work Committee taking evidence the previous day.  She advised we are 
waiting on a date for the Minister to attend Committee.  Since the meeting, the 
Regulations have been withdrawn to allow the Committee more time for scrutiny. 
 
9. Carol Kirk stated a consultation document seeking feedback on changes 
introduced through the Bankruptcy and Debt Advice (Scotland) Act 2014 is currently 
being drafted.  The feedback received at stakeholder events in May 2018 is being 
used to help shape the document and determine the areas to focus on.  She advised 
that due to competing priorities this work is behind schedule and will keep members 
informed of progress.   
 
10. Carol Kirk outlined the work currently underway around diligence.  She 
confirmed the diligence statistics had been withdrawn from AiB’s website as we had 
been notified of an error in the information submitted to AiB.  She anticipates the 
revised statistics will be published late November 2018.  Carol advised that a review 
of the Diligence against Earnings tables has been conducted and she hopes to lay 
regulations in Parliament within the next week.  Following the meeting, the 
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regulations were laid on Monday 12 November.  Sharon Bell raised a concern about 
the interaction between Universal Credit and the Protected Minimum Balance.  
Sharon advised that representation had been made from Money Advice Scotland, 
Citizens Advice Scotland and StepChange.  It was agreed that this needs to be 
looked at but it is thought this would require a change to the bank arrestment 
regulations rather than the diligence against earnings regulations.  Carol will take 
forward with the money advice organisations.  Carol went on to provide an update on 
the Diligence Working Group which had met in August.  The Group had been looking 
at how Disclosure of Information could work in Scotland.  There had been good 
discussion which would be continued at the next meeting on 9 November 2018.   
 
Action Point:  Carol Kirk to take forward concerns about the interaction between 
Universal Credit and the Protected Minimum Balance. 
 
11. David Farr advised the Insolvency Service laid the Insolvency (Scotland) 
(Company Voluntary Arrangements and Administration) Rules in the UK Parliament 
on 15 October.   He added the Insolvency (Scotland) (Receivership and Winding Up) 
Rules 2018 would be laid in the Scottish Parliament shortly.  Since the meeting, the 
regulations were laid on Wednesday 14 November.  David Menzies said the laying of 
the Rules in the UK Parliament was a surprise to the working group and raised 
concerns around LLPs.  David Farr advised AiB is looking to address inconsistencies 
within the Rules prior to laying and will also be looking at the concerns around LLPs.   
 
12. David Menzies asked about the bankruptcy fee regulations that were laid 
earlier, and the commitment given to look at more transparent framework.  He asked 
what the timescale was for this.  Richard will catch up with David separately on this.  
 
Item 4 – PTD consultation response:  DISSF (18-19)03 
 
13. Carol Kirk outlined potential changes to protected trust deeds (PTDs).  She 
explained that many representations had been made and that finding a solution to 
some of the issues raised has been challenging.  She advised that some creditors 
have indicated they have not received any notification of a proposal, only finding out 
about this when the trust deed was protected.  Carol advised this is difficult to 
address in legislation and AiB will be highlighting these issues to RPBs if the trend 
continues.  Smaller creditors have also raised concerns they do not have a voice in 
the process.  Carol also advised that the extremes in high equity trust deeds does 
seem to have subsided following the issue of Dear Trustee letters aimed at 
addressing this issue.  Carol advised that AiB has been finalising a document which 
sets out proposed changes to PTDs which have been developed following 
discussions with members of the PTD Standing Committee.  The document will 
include a short consultation requesting feedback on each of the proposals.  The next 
step is to take these proposals to Ministers.  Carol then went on to provide a quick 
overview of the proposed changes:    
 

 Current regulations include provision that if the debt is paid in full by 
contributions over 48 months the trust deed will not be protected.  It is 
proposed to extend this to 60 months (or higher if the trust deed is extended 
for another reason e.g. equity). 
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 Building on the 2013 reforms, now proposing that both category 1 and 
category 2 disbursements are included in the fixed fee.  This is aimed at 
improving transparency and certainty on fees. 

 Making changes to voting provisions with an increased emphasis on active 
involvement.  Proposing to move towards the CVA model which is used in 
corporate insolvency.  The paper will set out a range of scenarios but this 
would mean that a trust deed would only be protected if 75% of those who 
vote, accept the proposal.   

 Considering if there is a need for a general protection where AiB could refuse 
to protect a trust deed, should the changes to voting not be favoured.   

 
14. There was discussion within the group around the voting process and 
whether creditors will engage.   
 
Item 5 – DAS consultation:  DISSF (18-19)04 
 
15. John Cook updated the group on the DAS consultation which has been 
published on AiB’s website.  He explained the key elements were around changes to 
payment distribution (including the potential for AiB to act as payment distributor), 
improved flexibility and reducing bureaucracy.  He advised the consultation paper 
also looks at proposed changes to the fee structure with any additional income 
raised by AiB, acting as a Payment Distributor, being reinvested in the free advice 
sector.  
 
16. John Cook gave an update on eDEN which will go live in July 2019.  
Roadshows have been arranged on various dates and locations across the country 
and are available to be booked.  He said the system has been set up to send alerts 
any time something new has happened.  Nicola Slavin advised that she has just 
signed up to Astra but she finds there are far too many alerts.  John Cook said there 
is potential scope to change this. 
 
Item 6 – International Round-up 
 

17.           Richard Dennis spoke about the recent IAIR publication “Principle for the 
Regulation of Insolvency Practitioners” – which will form the key basis for the 
forthcoming UNCITRAL work in the area.  Following a request from Yvonne 
MacDermid, it was agreed the document would be issued to the Group in PDF 
format.  Richard advised he was attending the next UNCITRAL Insolvency Working 
Group in December representing IAIR, in part to promote the document, and in part 
to engage with their forthcoming work on micro-SMEs (on which the World Bank had 
now published their report, recommending the approaches that countries should 
adopt).  There recent EU Restructuring Directive is set to come into force in around 3 
years, with a requirement for each member state to have a process which gives 
entrepreneurs full discharge in no more than three years – a requirement that 
Scotland at present did not seem to meet.  Amongst other recent issues raised in 
IAIR discussions with relevance to the Group, Richard advised the Australians had 
produced guidance for IPs on handling crypto currencies.   
 
Action Point:  Pauline to issue IAIR principles document to the group in PDF format.   
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Item 7 – FCA update 
 
18. Maggie Craig informed the group of her areas of responsibility within FCA.  
She outlined key areas they are focusing on, including the temporary permissions 
regime and preparations to update their handbook for BREXIT (in the event of a no 
deal scenario).  Going forward, they will be looking at the regulation of claims 
management companies. 
 
19. Richard Dennis asked where they were with the Debt Management Review 
and Maggie advised she would check this and forward separately.   
 
Action Point:  Maggie Craig to provide an update on this work. 
 
Item 8 – Regulatory issues:  updates from ICAS  
 
20. David Menzies advised that RPBs are finalising their data sharing document 
with AiB.  The monitoring Memorandum of Understanding with IS is likely to be 
withdrawn in the next few months and will be replaced by guidance.  There was then 
a discussion regarding the Dooneen Ltd v Mond case ruling which was made by the 
Supreme Court earlier in the day.  The appeal was dismissed, meaning a PTD 
cannot be reopened following an award of compensation.      
 
21. Richard Dennis advised there would hopefully a representative from IPA 
attending the next DISSF meeting.  Since the meeting it has been confirmed that 
Barry Mochan of mlm Solutions will join the group. 
 
Item 9 – Review of the monitoring and regulation of IPs:  DISSF (18-19)05 
 
22. Yvonne MacDermid gave an update on the Insolvency Service’s review of 
monitoring and regulation of the sector.  She highlighted this is a good and insightful 
report and it would be good to do something similar in Scotland.   Richard Dennis 
agreed it would be interesting to see what issues are highlighted and it was 
suggested this is raised with Insolvency Service.  
 
Item 10 – New year marketing campaign 
 
23. Richard Dennis confirmed there will be a marketing campaign which would 
focus on encouraging people to get advice early. 
 
Item 11 – AOB 
  
24. There was no other business.  The chair thanked all members for attending 
and closed the meeting.  The next meeting will take place on Thursday 7 March 
2019 at 2pm at Atlantic Quay in Glasgow. 
 
 
 
 


